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I attended the above seminar in London on 26th February 2018. The session was 

presented by Gerard Moore from CIPFA and Annemarie Allen from Barnett 

Waddingham. 

It was a very useful seminar with a lot of material covered in a short period. The 

main points covered were: 

LGA Update 

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) now The Ministry of 
Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) 
 
Minister for Local Government Marcus Jones is now replaced by Rishi Sunak. 
 
LGPS Amendment Regulations still not gone through Parliament - Now been delayed 
since 2016. Brexit is taking priority. 
 
Pension Increase for 2018 is 3% (CPI to September 2017). This will result in the 

following increases: 

1st April 2018 

 LGPS CARE pension Revalued by 3% 
 Contribution bands revalued by 3% down to the nearest £100 

6th April 2018 

 Annual Allowance opening balance increased by 3% 
 Lifetime Allowance increases to £1,030,000 
 Maximum tax free lump sum increases from £250,000 to £257,500 

9th April 2018 

 Pensions and deferred pensions increase by 3% 

 



 
 
50/50 Option: 
 
Take up of 50/50 option has been much lower than anticipated – less than 1% take 
up compared to the 10% take up anticipated. 50/50 is mainly used by high earners.  
 
Recent survey results highlighted that 2/3 of the members opting out are unaware 
of the option. LGA going to look into better communication of the 50/50 option. (In 
Gwynedd we send all members who wish to opt out information on the 50/50 
section). 
 
Cohabiting Partner Pension: 
 
Two cases have recently gone thorough the Courts (Brewster v Nilgosc and Elmes v 
Essex) where it was determined there was no need to nominate a partner where the 
deceased left active membership under the 2008 LGPS regulations.  
 
Following these cases a number of the funds have already paid out cohabiting 
partners for the partner of a member who died between 2008 and 2014. Works 
needs to be done in order to contact the families of members who have died 
between 2008 and 2014 to make sure there was no cohabiting partner at the time of 
death. 
 
It was suggested that a marital status style form could be sent upon a death to 
ascertain the marital status and next of kin details of the member at the time before 
death benefits are paid out.   
 
Employee Contributions: 
 
Contributions bandings now set (subject to Parliament approval): 
 

Draft Contribution table 2018/19 

Band Actual pensionable pay for an 
employment 

Contribution rate for that 
employment 

    Main section 50/50 section 

1 Up to £14,100 5.5% 2.75% 

2 £14,101 to £22,000 5.8% 2.9% 

3 £22,001 to £35,700 6.5% 3.25% 

4 £35,701 to £45,200 6.8% 3.4% 

5 £45,201 to £63,100 8.5% 4.25% 

6 £63,101 to £89,400 9.9% 4.95% 



 
GMP Increase: 
 
Interim solution to continue to 6 April 2021 - increases on GMP paid by Scheme for 
those reaching SPA; no extra cash for Funds. 
 
the Pension Regulator 
 
Increased interaction is expected by the Regulator with attention on focused on 
locally administered schemes such as the LGPS. 
 
Action will be taken on Funds that are unable to show evidence of improvement. 
 
Record keeping and data quality remains high priority with funds expected to carry 
out data score exercises and have an improvement plan in place to improve data 
quality.  
 
The Regulator also carries out random web checks to make sure information such as 
risk register and Board member details are online. 
 
GDPR 

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) coming into force 25th May 2018. 

The Fund will have 72 hours to report breaches. 

Privacy notices for members needs to produced to explain how their data will be 

used and stored. 

Data Scores & Improvement Plans 
 
Data should be present and accurate. 
 
Two set of data must be held. Common data and scheme specific data: 
 
Common data  
 
11 specified items used to identify members. Checks must be made on the system to 
make sure that we have all the following information present on our records: 
 

Data held  Comment  

National insurance 
number  

‘TN’ formats should be regarded as missing data. The final 
character of NI numbers is not essential.  

7 £89,401 to £105,200 10.5% 5.25% 

8 £105,201 to £157,800 11.4% 5.7% 

9 £157,801 or more 12.5% 6.25% 



Surname  Check that surname is present.  

Forename(s) or initials  
Forenames are preferable but initials are an acceptable 
alternative.  

Sex  Check that sex is present.  

Date of birth  
Check that date of birth is present and consistent (earlier 
than date joined scheme, retirement, date of leaving). False 
dates should be classed as missing data.  

Date pensionable 
service started/policy 
start date/ rst 
contribution date  

For trust-based schemes this will be date pensionable service 
started. For contract-based schemes this will effective start 
date of the policy or the rst contribution date, depending on 
the provider’s requirements.  

Expected retirement/ 
maturity date (target 
retirement age)  

This field may be derived or explicit; for most DB schemes it 
will probably be derived as the scheme’s normal retirement 
date. Need to check that it is populated if that is a 
scheme/system requirement, that it is consistent with 
scheme rules and statutory requirements, and is later than 
date of birth and pensionable service date/ rst contribution 
date.  

Membership status  

Check that a current valid status is recorded for each 
member. This may be a dual status, eg active or deferred 
member with partial retirement. For contract-based schemes 
this may be ‘active’ or ‘inactive’.  

Last status event  
Check that bene ts taken are consistent with status, and, if 
status history is recorded, that the latest status is the same 
as the explicitly recorded current status.  

Address  

An address should be present for all members of all 
schemes. Because of DPA requirements an exception is 
permissible for active members of those trust-based schemes 
in which communication with members is normally sent via 
the employer. ‘Gone away’, ‘unknown’ or similar should be 
treated as missing data.  

Postcode  
Check that a postcode is present if address is not identi able 
as being overseas. Will assist with valuations for actives, for 
whom storing full address may breach DPA principles. 

 
Scheme Specific data 
 
Scheme specific data are data that are key to running the scheme and meeting legal 
obligations. These include: 

 employment records such as employer name, salary records, service history 
 employee and employer contribution history 
 information on the value of the member’s pension, such as the last estimated 

value, the date of the estimate and how the pension bene t was calculated 
 any benefits like GMP entitlement, HMRC protections or cash entitlements 



 specific data items set out in legislation such as the transaction records set 
out for public service pension schemes.  

It is likely that national guidance will be issued on what scheme specific data the 
LGPS should hold - so that all 88 funds record the same information. 
 
Data Improvemement Plan 
 
It is very unlikely that the fund will score 100% when our data is measured against 
the common and scheme specific. In such cases the Regulator expects that a Data 
Improvement Plan is produced in order to outline how data will be improved.  
 
As with most LGPS funds we will be using a programme by our software provider 
Aquila Heywood in order to measure the quality of our data, with a plan being put 
into place once the data has been measured for the first time.  
 


